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INCREASED DIGITALIZATION WILL LEAD TO INCREASED ADOPTION OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
THIS INCLUDES LAWYERS AND JUDGES BEING ENHANCED BY ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
HUMANS WILL NOT BE REPLACED BY OMNIPOTENT ROBOT JUDGES ANYTIME SOON
HOWEVER, AI IS USED IN COURTS ALREADY TODAY
AI LEARNS SPECIFIC TASKS AND NEEDS REAL LIFE DATA TO LEARN FROM
AI RISKS
REPLICATING HUMAN BIAS
AI STRUGGLE WITH CAUSATION AND CORRELATION
Per capita cheese consumption correlates with Number of people who died by becoming tangled in their bedsheets.
AI LACKS IN TRANSPARENCY AND PREDICTABILITY - SHOULD WE PREVENT ITS USE?
1 - WE CAN’T STOP IT
2 - WE CAN MITIGATE THE RISKS
3 - TECHNOLOGY IS NEEDED TO ADDRESS ISSUES IN THE CURRENT JUDICIAL SYSTEM
POLICYMAKERS NEED TO UNDERSTAND AND ENABLE TECHNOLOGY
WHILE ENSURING WE CONTINUE TO PROTECT CORE LEGAL VALUES AND PRINCIPLES
THROUGH ASSESSING THE LEGAL MECHANICS THAT PROTECT THEM
(And let’s make sure it’s not just lawyers in the room when we do)
THANK YOU
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